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Few studies actually measure knowledge flows. 
Instead they rely on patent citations and/or formal 
alliances.



From Cohen et al, 
2002

Source % Rating Source As “Important” or 
“Very Important”

Publications and reports 41.2

Informal interaction 35.6

Meetings and conferences 35.1

Consulting 31.8

Contract research 20.9

Recent hires 19.6

Cooperative R&D projects 17.9

Patents 17.5

Licenses 9.5

Personnel exchange 5.8



We lack information on knowledge diffusion channels 
over time



There is little attention to how characteristics of 
nodes shape the structure and functioning of these 
networks .

Most studies neglect to consider the norms of 
knowledge diffusion. At the heart of a sociological 
approach to networks is the belief that norms matter 
(e.g., Uzzi, 1997; Granovetter, 1985).



The “public” view of diffusion: Researchers are motivated 
by priority (being “first”) and status. They openly disclose 
findings (c.f. Merton, 1973).

The “private” view of diffusion: Researchers are motivated 
by financial rewards. They keep findings proprietary since 
sharing them might harm economic interests (c.f. 
Dasgupta and David, 1987).



We lack information on how the organizational 
origins of an innovation influence its diffusion



What are the paths of inter-organizational knowledge 
diffusion over time, and how are these paths 
influenced by norms of knowledge sharing?



Inductive case-study approach using mixed methods

To assess diffusion, employ patent citations, 
publication citations, interviews, and archival data 
(minutes of departmental meetings, personal 
correspondence, press releases, invention 
disclosures, memos, etc.)

To assess the role of norms, use interviews and 
archival data



Biotechnology Digital Audio

University-origin rDNA PM

Firm-origin PCR PAC

323 Patents
717 
Publications
39 Interviews

2014 Patents
6171 
Publications
30 Interviews

82 Patents
217 
Publications
13 Interviews

76 Patents
195 
Publications
19 Interviews



• Hands-on training
• Conferences, seminars and meetings
• Publications
• Commercialization and automation





Herb Heyneker (University: UCSF, Firm: Genentech): “My 
former boss and promoter in the Netherlands, Pieter 
Pouwels, is also a very forward-thinking scientist, and he 
definitely took lessons also, wanted to learn the new 
technology, and made sure that he came to my lab in 
Leiden on a day-to-day basis for up to a month to really 
understand the ins and outs of the technology.  Then he 
took it back to TNO [a prestigious Dutch research 
organization], and I loved that.  It was great that he took the 
time and effort to learn it from me, and I was very glad that I 
could give something back.”





Sharing (university):
Boyer (University: UCSF; Technology: rDNA): “Don Helinski’s lab 
at UC San Diego immediately got in touch with me and he sent 
some people up from his lab… [Mark] Ptashne’s lab sent a postdoc 
out for a summer or a little bit more.  A number of people came 
through my lab…Gordon Tomkins jumped on it.”



Sharing (firm):
Brandenberg (Firm: AT&T; Technology: PAC): “We of course went 
to conferences. In fact, the WorldSpace project was very important, 
because that was the first consumer electronics application [for
PAC]…They had somebody visiting MPEG meetings.”



Lack of sharing (firm):
Heyneker (Firm: Genentech; Technology: rDNA): “We presented 
the data [on cloning of urokinase] without showing the DNA 
sequence, because we kept that for ourselves; it was too 
proprietary.”



Lack of sharing (university):
Smith (University: Stanford; Technology: PM): “People would 
basically go into secrecy mode. You’re supposed to be able to talk 
about findings in the lab. But, what if you talk about them in a
seminar and someone from outside attends? You could argue that 
that’s public disclosure and lose the patent.”



Audio researcher (University: Stanford; Technology: 
PM): “[When disclosing ideas to friends in the field] I 
know that I can rely on their integrity and the strength of 
our friendship for them not to share things [that would 
jeopardize patents or competitive advantage].”



Emphasis on individual-level informal 
relations as the core of inter-
organizational networks challenges 
dominant views in organizational theory 
and strategy
•Knowledge-based view of the firm 
•Resource-based view of the firm
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The fact that these are highly successful 
cases provides a “recipe for success”

• Stanford, UCSF, AT&T and Cetus maximized 
profits by being open and spreading knowledge 
broadly through individual-level ties

• Public (sharing) actions produce private 
(economic) benefits


